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Abstract— Nowadays, with the fast development of mobile 

computing and thus the technology market, the mobile app 

becomes is that the most well-liked. Within the mobile App 

market rankings ask fraud as deceptive or duplicate actions 

intended to push apps into the popularity list. For seniority 

on leader-boards they cheat the app by downloading the app 

through various devices and provide fake ratings and 

reviews using human teams and bot farms. A higher rank on 

leader-boards usually results in download and million-dollar 

revenue so we'll undergo some technology for each 

application to look at fraud within the app. During this paper 

on our project 'security and features level assessment for 

mobile applications,' we provide a full view of ranking fraud 

and develop a ranking fraud detection system for mobile 

Apps. We firstly determine the ranking fraud by mining the 

active sessions, namely leading sessions of mobile Apps. To 

finding a ranking by this sort of leading sessions are often 

beneficial. During this investigation the precision of 

deceptive actions in ranking, the performance of the 

proposed system and show the scalability of the detection 

algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the last few years, the number of mobile applications has 

grown at an alarming rate. To encourage the event of mobile 

applications, many App stores have launched App Leader-

boards each day that employment within the chart order of 

hottest applications. Certainly, app leader-boards are one of 

the foremost valuable channels to market mobile 

applications. More leading place on leader-boards is 

pointing to an outsized number of downloads and million-

dollar profits. Hence, app developers perform to determine 

distinct methods to spice up their applications as an app 

campaign to rank their applications as high as possible 

within the App add leader-board. However, as an up to date 

trend, rather than relying on general marketing solutions, 

obscure application developers have adopted some tricky 

routes to consciously streamline their apps and plan chart 

rankings on the App Store. For a way short use of 

application downloads, ratings, and reviews this is often, 

usually achieved employing a bot method or human group. 

As an instance, a chunk of composing from VentureBeat [1] 

published that, while an app was produced with the help of 

ranking manipulation, it might be relocated from no 1,800 to 

the very much 25 in Apples exceed free leader-board and 

quite 50,000-100,000 new users could be gained within a 

few of days. So ranking trick puts high anxieties to the 

mobile App production. Apple has informed of breaking 

down on App developers who do ranking cheat [2] inside 

Apple’s App Store. 

In the literature, while there are remarkable 

relevant practice, alike web ranking spam detection [5], [7], 

[11], online review spam detection [4], [8], [9], and mobile 

App recommendation [6], [10], [12], [13], the matter of 

detecting ranking fraud for mobile Apps remains under-

explored. So to understand that critical during this text, we 

aim to reinforce a ranking fraud detection system for a 

mobile App. 

It is testing and noting that everyone the evidences 

are evoking by modeling applications like ranking, rating 

and review behaviors with analytical hypothesis tests. The 

proposed design is scalable and should be scaled with 

another area as a logo to catch ranking scams. Lastly, we 

move to estimate the aimed system with the real-world, 

including data gathered from the Apple App Store for a 

longer-term. The test outcomes prove the performance of the 

introduced system and thus the scalability of the search 

algorithm, softness within the ranking fraud task. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Several papers were reviewed to consolidate the paper for 

further research. There are mainly three categories during 

which research work is often grouped. We just enter their 

study work and acquire inspired by their work and build our 

improved system. 

A. Karthiram and K. Adlin Suji [14] Ranking fraud 

within the mobile App market refers to fraudulent or 

deceptive activities that have the aim of bumping up the 

Apps within the recognition list. Really, it grows more and 

more every day for App developers to do suspicious means, 

like inflating their Apps marketing or posting false App 

ratings, to do ranking cheating. The first aims to truly find 

the ranking cheat by mining the volatile phases, namely 

leading sessions, of mobile Apps. Moreover, they examine 

three varieties of evidence, i.e., ranking based evidence, 

rating based evidence and review based evidences, by 

creating Apps ranking, rating and review operations by 

analytical mining based hypotheses tests. Plus, aim an 

optimization-based application to combine all the evidence 

for fake identification supported algorithms. Lastly, estimate 

the aimed system with actual-world App data collected from 

the iOS App Store for spread duration. Inside the operations, 

verify the effectiveness of the introduced system, and give 

the scalability of the detection algorithm also as some 

proportion of ranking cheat actions. 

In Pervasive Online Spam research focused on 

analyzing spam reviews supported their content, which 

mixes with the Ontology model because the first model in 

designing an algorithm to identify these remarks [15]. 

Divide stuff points into four classes: non-review, brand-only 

review, off-topic review and fake review. In which, they re-

use three kinds of spam review from earlier studies and add 

the off-topic review [15]. Two datasets with 800 reviews 

each were gathered to learn the performance of the system 

that we've built. These two sets are classified and labeled 

like four kinds of spam review and accurate review. 
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Apps downloaded by users are mostly supported the psyche 

of downloading well-rounded and efficiently working apps. 

These performance parameters are assessed by the general 

users by rating these apps on a scale of 5. The top-rated apps 

are the first to look while searching and sorting for the 

required apps. However, these ratings are being 

misrepresented to look on the popularity lists to boost 

downloads. There is a collective nod among the users to 

remain these dubious deeds at check. That false description 

of mobile app ratings are going to be noticed while this 

paper by recognizing the leading sessions of the App at 

which the false ratings are described. Alongside, rating, 

ranking, and review based evidence are worked by creating 

Apps actions of the same using analytical hypothesis tests. 

Besides, all the evidence for the discovery of the deception 

is combined by an optimization-based aggregate method. 

The efficacy and thus the scalability of the detection 

algorithm and thus the proposed system are validated by 

implementing the same on real-life data of the 

Appscollected from the iOS App Store. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A simple method on paper is proposed to hunt out leading 

sessions of key applications supported the historical records 

of each app. It has been reported that fraudulent apps have 

increased their rating during the lead session by analyzing 

their ranking behaviors. Examining the ranking behavior of 

the apps revealed that fraudulent apps routinely have 

different rankings in each application compared to normal 

applications. Additionally, supported previous records of 

ratings and reviews, two kinds of fraudulent evidence are 

combined. Any anomaly detected will flag the red flags for 

fraud detection. The popularity period for the app is 

reflected by its leading session. During this manner, ranking 

fraud situations are often established by identifying sensitive 

leading sessions. Also, key functions here include leading 

sessions from historical records of ranking records. The 

couple main parts of false ranking discovery are as follows: 

A) Detecting mobile apps’ leading sessions. 

B) Detecting evidence that support ranking fraud detection. 

For a brief overview of these aspects, 

A. Detecting mobile apps’ leading sessions 

It is successively divided into two sections. First, the leading 

events are extracted from the Apps records of ranking. 

Second, leading sessions are erected by merging the leading 

events. An algorithm identifies leading events and sessions 

by skimming the historical records of the App from the 

pseudo-code for mining sessions of a specific mobile app. 

 
Figure1: System Architecture. 

B. Detecting evidence which supports ranking fraud 

detection. 

Here, three kinds of evidence that help the disclosure of 

false ranking. 

1)  Evidence-based on Ranking 

The leading sessions comprise of the leading events which 

can be analyzed of their general behaviors for an anomaly 

with the app’ records of the same. It’s observed that a 

specific model of ranking is typically fulfilled by ranking 

the performance of the app within the case of variety one 

event. 

2) Evidence-based on Rating: 

Previous evidence is useful but not sufficient to conclude 

conclusions. To limit the matter of “restrict time depletion”, 

evidence accumulation is additionally supported historical 

records of rating for mobile apps. Since the rating is 

completed after an app is installed by the user, the upper the 

rating the upper its position within the leader board which 

could end in further downloads by attracting new users. 

Naturally, rating fraud occurs during the leading sessions 

which can be used to identify evidence for a fraudulent 

rating of the mobile apps. 

3) Evidence-based on Review: 

The review has text comments on the app and its 

performance. Given by existing users of the app who have 

already got the app installed. It is often gathered that 

evidence is often called the foremost difficult section. These 

are again compared to the historical paper of app reviews, 

and if lead sessions have an unusual portion of fantastic 

reviews, the evidence is to be collected. The three before 

introduced evidence are synthesized using unsupervised 

evidence aggregate procedure. This helps test the integrity 

of a variety one session in mobile apps. To extract apps' 

rankings, ratings, and review behavior are all modeled using 

analytical hypothesis analysis models. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper aims to present optimal solutions to detect false 

rankings in mobile apps. Within the wake of past 

contributions from the sector in search of fraud in web-

based services from various sources Identifying local 

irregularities in mobile apps by leading sessions of apps. 

False ranking occurs in leading sessions so ranking-based 

evidence, rating-based evidence, and review-based evidence 

are extracted and combined from leading sessions. to urge a 

comprehensive view of ranking scams using an 
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optimization-based aggregation method that's compared to 

apps historical records to detect anomalies, that conclude the 

occurrence of ranking fraud within the Mobile Apps. 
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